INFOSYS CLOUD ECOSYSTEM HUB
The Cloud is raining opportunities...

There has never been a more exciting time for CIOs than now to be central to business success. Cloud is enabling this shift.

However, most CIOs are grappling with challenges such as rapid provisioning, managing fragmented cloud environments, dealing with multiple providers, and ensuring enterprise-wide governance. Existing solutions address only point problems.

What CIOs need is a solution that brings an enterprise view of the hybrid cloud ecosystem.
The Infosys Cloud Ecosystem Hub is the first solution that helps enterprises build and manage a unified hybrid cloud environment.
Rapid cloud adoption
Enterprise-wide decision support
Single window management and assurance

The Hub helps you to rapidly create, adopt and govern cloud services across your ecosystem
Dynamic

Provision cloud environment in minutes...
Simple

Easily subscribe to cloud services through a unified self-service catalog
Intelligent

Smartly assess and broker cloud services
Efficient

Optimize cloud set-up
Seamless
Gain single window access to govern your cloud ecosystem
WHY INFOSYS

150+ engagements
3000+ experts
30+ partners
7 services, 2 solutions
12 Business Platforms

Accelerate time-to-market ~ 40%
Improve productivity ~ 20%
Save costs ~ 30%
Your gateway to build, manage, and govern an enterprise hybrid cloud ecosystem
WANT TO EXPERIENCE IT?

Write to us: cloud@infosys.com